
Unit
2 Weather and Climate

Unit
3

Read the following sentences to complete the crossword 
below 

Advise your friend on how to keep 
warm in a cold, rainy weather
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1- The opposite of ‘safe’ is d ..................................................

2- Sometimes, he misses the first lesson, he is l ..................................................

3- ‘A big vehicle is used for carrying or pushing things’ is t ................................................

4- ‘A fall of snow, usually with a strong wind’ is s ..................................................

5- When it snows, usually, the roads become i ..................................................

6- A small piece of cotton, wool or silk material is c ..................................................

7- Use the letters of the shaded blocks to make a word w ...............................................

    Put the word you find  in a sentence

What should you do in a 
cold rainy weather?

You should wear a 
winter hat.

•

•
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angerous

eather
loth

cy
now storm

ruck
ate

you should wear a jacket
you should wear gloves
you should wear a hat
you should drink tea or coffee
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Example: walk + ed  walked

Example: like + ed  liked

Example:  carry + ed  carried

Example:  plan + (ed)  planned

Add – d to the verbs below to fill in the following sentences

Listen and complete then, write the story

1- Last year, my aunt .................................................. In Canada.

2- I .................................................. the car and turned off my engine.

3- We .................................................. for hours with our friends.

4-  He went to the university and ..................................................

English.

live

stop

play

study

a) Where was he?

c) What did he do first?

e) What did he drink?

b) What were the roads like?

d) What did he do next?

f) Did Grandpa get home safely?

Grandpa 
in a 

snowstorm

Ca<n<a<d<a

Gr}a<n<d<p=a w}a< µ[ i<n Ca<n<a<d<a

lived
stopped

played
studied

icy

stopped the car waited for help

hot drinks yes

 The weather is cold and the roads are icy. Driving was
 dangerous. First, he stopped the car. Then he waited for

 help. He drank hot coffee. Later a truck arrived and
cleared the road. Grandpa return back home safely
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Read the story below rewrite it with correct punctuation 
marks

saad is a brave boy. He has got a young 
sister. Her name is Nora. Saad and nora had 
a costume party at school  Saad chose to 
wear the clothes of a superhero. he put 
on a mask and a cape. He showed his 
costume to his parents. “Nice costume” said Mum 
and Dad. They asked saad to look after his sister at the party. Saad got a 
good idea. He took his sister to his room. He found a baby blanket. He put it 
around Nora s shoulders. At the party, superhero Saad and super girl Nora 
won the first prize.

Spain is a beautiful country. Last winter, I (visit) 
.................................................. Spain with my family. The country 
was full of beautiful mountain views, but it was 
cold. The roads and the mountains (are) Metrics 
very icy, most of the time. My brothers and I (go) 
.................................................. skiing for the first time. We enjoyed our 
visit very much. 

There are a lot of football stadiums in Spain. My dad and I (visit)  
.................................................. Camp Nou Stadium in Bacelona to watch a football match. It 
was full of people! Before the match began, there (are) .................................................. lots of 
people around me, and I couldn’t see Dad. Finally, I (see) .................................................. him. 
He was sitting near Faisal Al-Dekheel. We had a great time in Spain!

Punctuation Guide
Comma ,
Capital Letter ABC
Apstrophe '
Full stop .

With reference to the table above, read and complete the 
paragraph about Fahad’s holiday

Write two questions about the passage above then ask your 
friend to answer them

•

•

visited

went

were

visited
were
saw

where did you last winter
To spain
How was the weather there
Cold and icy
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Read Omar’s life timeline to answer the questions below

•  I was
born

2009

•  I started
school

2013

•  I travelled
to France

2016

•It lost
my first 
tooth

2010
•  I learned

to ride a 
bike

•  My father
bought a 
new car

2015 2018

1- What happened to Omar in 2010?

2- What do you think Omar like having or doing?

3- Why was 2013 very special for Omar?

4- In your opinion, What was the best thing happened to Omar ?

Fill in the graphic organizer to complete your own life’s 
timeline

Write a paragraph to describe your own life’s timeline

Hello. I’m Omar. This is my 
timeline of my life

It lost his first tooth

I think travelling to France is the best

As he started school

He likes riding bikes


